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Inference and Update

Fernando R. Velázquez-Quesada!
Institute for Logic, Language and Computation. Universiteit van Amsterdam.

fvelazqu@illc.uva.nl

Abstract

We look at two fundamental logical processes, often in-
tertwined in planning and problem solving: inference and
update. Inference is an internal process with which we draw
new conclusions, uncovering what is implicit in the infor-
mation we already have. Update, on the other hand, is pro-
duced by external communication, usually in the form of
announcements and in general in the form of observations,
giving us information that might have been not available
(even implicitly) to us before. Both processes have received
attention from the logic community, usually separately. In
this work, we develop a logical language that allows us to
describe them together. We present syntax and semantics, as
well as a complete logic for the language; we also discuss
similarities and differences with other approaches, and we
mention some possible ways the work can be extended.

1. Introduction

Consider the following situation, from [19]:

You are in a restaurant with your parents, and
you have ordered three dishes: fish, meat, and
vegetarian. Now a new waiter comes back from
the kitchen with the three dishes. What the new
waiter can do to get to know which dish corre-
sponds to which person ?

The waiter can ask “Who has the fish?”; then, he can ask
once again “Who has the meat?”. Now he does not have to
ask anymore: “two questions plus one inference are all that
is needed” ([19]). His reasoning involves two fundamental
logical processes: inference and update. The main goal of
the present work is to develop a framework in which we can
express how they work together.

Inference is an internal process: the agent revises her
own information in search of what can be derived from it.

!Acknowledges a scholarship by Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tec-
nologı́a (CONACyT) from México. Scholarship holder # 167693.

Update, on the other hand, is produced by external commu-
nication: the agent gets new information via observations.
Both are logical processes, both describe dynamics of infor-
mation, both are used in every day situations, and still, they
have been studied separately.

Inference has been traditionally taken as the main sub-
ject of study of logic, “... drawing new conclusions as a
means of elucidating or ’unpacking’ information that is im-
plicit in the given premises”([20]). Among the most impor-
tant branches, we can mention Hilbert-style proof systems,
natural deduction and tableaux. Recent works, like [7, 8]
and [13, 12] have incorporated modal logics to the field,
representing inference as a non-deterministic step-by-step
process.

Update, on the other hand, has been a main subject of
what have been called Dynamic Epistemic Logic. Works
like [16] and [10] turned attention to the effect public an-
nouncements have on the knowledge of an agent. Many
works have followed them, including the study of more
complex actions ([3, 2]) and the effect of announcements
over a more wide propositional attitudes (the soft/hard facts
of [17], the knowledge/belief of [4, 5]).

In [20], the author shows how these two phenomena fall
directly within the scope of modern logic. As he emphasize,
“asking a question and giving an answer is just as ’logical’
as drawing a conclusion!”. Here, we propose a merging
of the two traditions. We consider that both processes are
equally important in their own right, but so it is their in-
teraction. In this work, we develop a logical language that
join inference and update in a natural way. We first present
a modal language to describe inference (section 2). After
combining it with epistemic logic (section 3), we give a
complete axiomatization. Then we incorporate updates, and
we give a set of reduction axioms for the operation (section
4). Finally, we compare our work with other approaches
(section 5) and mention some further work we consider in-
teresting (section 6).
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2. Internal process: an inference language

This section presents a logical language to express infer-
ence. The language is based on the work of Jago ([13, 12]),
but contain some changes that make it more suitable for our
purposes. The agent’s information is represented as a set
of formulas of a given internal language, which in our case
is the classical propositional language. Inference steps are
then represented as binary relations over such sets, allowing
us to use a modal language to talk about them.

Definition 2.1 (Facts and rules) Let P be a set of atomic
propositions, and let FP denote the classical propositional
language based on P .

• Formulas of FP are called facts over P .

• A tuple of the form ( {!1, . . . ,!n}, ! ) (for n ! 0),
where each !i and ! are facts in FP , is called a
rule over FP . A rule will be also represented as
!1, . . . ,!n " !, and the set of rules over FP will
be denoted by RFP .

"

While facts describe situations about the world, rules de-
scribe relations between such situations. Intuitively, a rule
# = ({!1, . . . ,!n}, !) indicates that if every !i is true, so
it is !. The set of facts prem(#) := {!1, . . . ,!n} is called
the set of premises of #, and the fact conc(#) := ! is called
the conclusion of #.

Definition 2.2 (Internal language) Given a set of atomic
propositions P , the internal language over P , denoted as
IP , is given by the union of facts in FP and rules over FP ,
that is, IP = FP #RFP . "

Elements of IP will be called in general formulas of
IP . The subindexes indicating the set of atomic proposi-
tions will be omitted if no confusion arises.

For expressing how the agent’s information evolves
through inference steps, a (modal) inference language is de-
fined.

Definition 2.3 (Language IL) Let A be a set of agents and
P a set of atomic propositions. Formulas $ of the inference
language IL are given by

$ ::= $ | Ii % | ¬$ | $ % & | &#'i $

with i ( A and %, # formulas of the internal language IP
with # a rule. Formulas of the form Ii % express “the agent
i is informed about %”, while formulas of the form &#'i $
express “there is an inference step in which agent i applies
the rule # and, after doing it, $ is the case”. "

The semantic model of IL is based on a Kripke model:
we have a set of worlds and labeled binary relations between
them. The main idea is that every world represents the infor-
mation of the agents at a given stage, while a relation with
label D(!,i) from a world w to a world w! indicates that the
information of agent i at w allows her to perform an infer-
ence step with rule #, and that the information that results
from applying # at w is represented by w!. To make formal
this intuitive idea, we first need to define what we will un-
derstand by the phrases “the information of i at w allows
her to perform an inference step with #” and “the informa-
tion that results from applying # at w is represented by w!”.
The concepts of set-matching rule and rule-extension of a
world will do the job.

We will use the following abbreviation. Given a universe
U , a set A ) U and an element a ( U , we denote A # {a}
as A + a.

Definition 2.4 (Set-matching rule) Let # be a rule in I
and let ! be a set of formulas of I. We say that # is !-
matching (# can be applied at !) if and only if # and all its
premises are in !, that is, (prem(#) + #) ) !. "

Definition 2.5 (Extension of set of formulas) Let # be a
rule in I, and let !,!! be sets of formulas of I. We say
that !! is a #-extension of ! if and only if !! is ! plus the
conclusion of #, that is, !! = ! + conc(#). "

With the notions of !-matching rule and #-extension of
!, we can give a formal definition of the models where for-
mulas of IL are interpreted.

Definition 2.6 (Inference model) Let A be a set of agents
and let P be a set of atomic propositions. An inference
model is a tuple M = (W,D(!,i), Yi) where

• W is a non-empty set of worlds.

• Yi : W * '(IP) is the information set function for
each agent i ( A. It assigns to i a set of formulas of
the internal language in each world w.

• D(!,i) ) (W + W ) is the inference relation for each
pair (#, i), with # a rule in IP and i an agent in A.
The relation represents the application of a rule, so if
D(!,i) ww!, then # is Yi(w)-matching and Yi(w!) is a
#-extension of Yi(w).

"

Note that the definition of D(!,i) just states the property
any tuple should satisfy in order to be in the relation. The
relation is not induced by the property, so it is possible to
have two worlds w and w! such that there is a rule # that
is Yi(w)-matching and Yi(w!) is a #-extension of Yi(w),
and still do not have the pair (w,w!) in D(!,i). One of the
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goals of the work is to make the basic definitions as gen-
eral as possible, and then analyze the different concepts of
inference and information we can get by asking for extra
properties of the inference relation1 and of the information
sets (as we do later for the case of truthful information, that
is, knowledge). This allows us to represent agents that are
not as powerful reasoners as those represented with clas-
sic epistemic logic, and it may play an important role when
studying agents with diverse reasoning abilities (cf. the dis-
cussion in section 6).

The concepts of set-matching rule and rule-extension of
a world have their possible world version. We say that ! is
w-matching for i if it is Yi(w)-matching, and we say that
w! is a !-extension of w for i if Yi(w!) is a !-extension of
Yi(w).

Definition 2.7 Given an inference model M =
(W,D(!,i), Yi) and a world w ! W , the relation |=
between the pair M,w and " (the always true formula),
negations and disjunctions is given as usual. For the
remaining formulas, we have

M,w |= Ii " iff " ! Yi(w)
M,w |= #!$i # iff there is w! ! W such that

D(!,i) ww! and M,w! |= #

$

3. The real world: an epistemic inference lan-
guage

We have a language that express the agent’s information
and how it evolves through inferences. Still, we cannot talk
about the real world or about the agent’s uncertainty. In
this section, we extend the current language to express those
notions.

Syntactically, we extend the inference language with
classical epistemic logic. We add basic formulas of the form
p (for p an atomic proposition) and we close it under the
modal operator Pi (for i an agent).

Definition 3.1 (Epistemic inference language) LetA be a
set of agents and let P be a set of atomic propositions. The
formulas of the epistemic inference language EI are given
by

# ::= " | p | Ii " | ¬# | # % % | Pi # | #!$i#

with i ! A, p ! P and ", ! formulas of the internal lan-
guage IP with ! a rule. $

1In fact, the definition of D(!,i) restricts inferences to deductive ones.
Within the proposed framework, it is possible to represent other inference
processes, as mentioned in section 6.

The propositional connectives &, ' and ( are defined
as usual; the modal operators Ki and [!]i are defined as the
dual of Pi and #!$i, respectively.

As argued by van Benthem in [18], the operator Ki

should be read as a more implicit notion, describing not
the information the agent actually has, but the maximum
amount of information she can get under her current un-
certainty (i.e., without external interaction). In our frame-
work, explicit information is represented with formulas of
the form Ii ", indicating that " is part of the agent’s informa-
tion set; implicit information is represented with formulas
of the form Ki #, indicating what the agent can eventually
get if she has enough explicit information (i.e., enough for-
mulas and rules) and enough time to perform the adequate
inference steps.

Semantically, we combine inference models with clas-
sic Kripke models. Each world has two components: in-
formation sets containing the facts and rules each agent is
informed about, and a valuation indicating the truth value
of atomic propositions. We also have two binary relations:
the inference one indicating how inference steps modify in-
formation sets, and the epistemic one indicating the worlds
each agent considers possible.

Definition 3.2 (Epistemic inference model) Let A be a
set of agents and let P be a set of atomic propositions.
An epistemic inference model is a tuple M = (W,)i

,D(!,i), V, Yi) where:

• W is a non-empty set of worlds.

• V : W ' &(P) is a valuation function.

• Yi : W ' &(IP) is the information set function for
agent i.

• D(!,i) is the inference relation for each pair (!, i), just
as in definition 2.6. It satisfies an extra requirement: if
D(!,i) ww!, then V (w) = V (w!).

• )i is the epistemic relation for agent i. The re-
lation satisfy the following property: for all worlds
w,w!, u, u!: if w )i u and D(!,i) ww!,D(!,i) uu! for
some rule !, then w! )i u!.

$

We have two new restrictions: one for the inference re-
lation and one relating it with the epistemic relation. It is
worthwhile to justify them.

1. The relation D(!,i) describes inference, an agent’s in-
ternal process that changes her information but does
not change the real situation. If an agent can go from
w to w! by an inference step, w and w! should satisfy
the same propositional letters.
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2. This property, called no miracles in [21] and related
with the no learning property of [11], reflects the fol-
lowing idea: if two worlds are epistemically indistin-
guishable and the same rule is applied at both of them,
then the resulting worlds should be epistemically in-
distinguishable too.

Definition 3.3 Given an epistemic inference model M =
(W,!i,D(!,i), V, Yi) and a world w " W , the relation |=
between the pair M,w and #, negations and disjunctions is
given as usual. For the remaining formulas, we have:

M,w |= p iff p " V (w)
M,w |= Ii ! iff ! " Yi(w)
M,w |= Pi " iff there is u " W such that

w !i u and M,u |= "
M,w |= $#%i " iff there is w! " W such that

D(!,i) ww! and M,w! |= "

A formula " is valid in a epistemic inference model M
(notation M |= ") if M,w |= " for all worlds w in M .
A formula " is valid in the class of models M (notation
M |= ") if " is valid in M (M |= ") for all M in M. $

As it is currently defined, epistemic inference models
do not impose any restriction to the information sets: any
propositional formula of I can be in any information set
Yi(w). We can have non-veridical information sets (if we
have ! " Yi(w) and M,w &|= ! for some w " W ) describ-
ing situations where the information of the agent is not true,
or even inconsistent ones (if we have ! and ¬! in Yi(w) for
some w " W ), describing situations where her information
is contradictory.

In the present work we focus on a special class of mod-
els: those in which the information sets of the agents de-
scribe knowledge. We ask for the epistemic relation to be
an equivalence one, and we ask for all formulas of an infor-
mation set to be true at the correspondent world.

Definition 3.4 (Class EIK) The class of epistemic infer-
ence models EIK contains exactly those models in which
each !i is an equivalence relation and for every world
w " W , if ! " Yi(w) then M,w |= !. The following
table summarize the properties of models in this class.

P1 D(!,i) ww! implies # is w-matching
and w! is a #-extension of w (for i).

P2 If D(!,i) ww!, then w and w! satisfy
the same propositional letters.

P3 If D(!,i) ww!, D(!,i) uu! and w !i u
for some rule #, then w! !i u!.

P4 !i is an equivalence relation.
P5 ! " Yi(w) implies M,w |= !.

$

Our first result is a syntactic characterization of formulas
of EI that are valid on models of EIK . Non-defined con-
cepts, like a (modal) logic, !-consistent / inconsistent set
and maximal !-consistent set (for a normal modal logic !)
are completely standard, and can be found in chapter 4 of
[6].

Definition 3.5 (Logic EIK) The logic EIK is the smallest
set of formulas of EI that is created from the set of axioms
2 and a set of rules of table 1. $

Axioms
P All propositional tautologies
E-K Ki (! ! ") ! (Ki ! ! Ki #)
E-Dual Pi ! " ¬Ki ¬!
I-K [$]i (! ! ") ! ([$]i ! ! [$]i ")
I-Dual #$$i ! " ¬[$]i ¬!
T ! ! Pi !
4 Pi Pi ! ! Pi !
B ! ! Ki Pi !
A1 [$]i Ii conc($)
A2 #$$i% ! Ii (prem($) + $)
A3 Ii % ! [$]i Ii %
A4 #$$i Ii % ! Ii % with % &= conc($).
A5 (p ! [$]i p) ' (¬p ! [$]i ¬p) with p ( P .
A6 (#$$i ! ' Pi #$$i ") ! #$$i (! ' Pi ")
A7 Ii % ! %

Rules
MP Given ! and ! ! ", prove "
E-Gen Given !, prove Ki !
I-Gen Given !, prove [$]i !

Table 1. Axioms and rules for EIK .

Theorem 3.6 (Soundness) The logic EIK is sound with re-
spect to the class EIK .

Proof. For soundness, we just need to prove that axioms of
EIK are valid in EIK , and that its rules preserve validity.
We omit the details here. QED

Strong completeness is equivalent to satisfiability of con-
sistent set of formulas, as mentioned in Proposition 4.12 of
[6].

Theorem 3.7 (Completeness) The logic EIK is strongly
complete with respect to the class EIK .

Proof. We define the canonical model MEIK for the logic
EIK . With the the Lindenbaum’s Lemma, the Existence
Lemma and the Truth Lemma, we show that every EIK-
consistent set of formulas is satisfiable in MEIK . Finally,
we show that MEIK is indeed a model in EIK . See section
A.1 for details. QED

2Formulas of the form Ii ! are abbreviations of
V

!!! Ii %, for a finite
! ) I.
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4. External interaction: explicit observations

So far, our language can express the agent’s internal dy-
namics, but it cannot express external ones. We can express
how inference steps modify the explicit information, but we
cannot express how both explicit and implicit one are af-
fected by external observations. Here we add the other fun-
damental source of information; in this section, we extend
the language to express updates. For easiness of reading and
writing, we remove subindexes referring to agents.

Updates are usually represented as operations that mod-
ify the semantic model. In Public Announcement Logic
(PAL), for example, an announcement is defined by an oper-
ation that removes the worlds where the announced formula
does not hold, restricting the epistemic relation to those that
are not deleted.

In our semantic model, we have a finer representation
of the agent’s information. We have explicit information
(her information sets) but we also have implicit one (what
she can add to her information set via inference). Then, we
can extend PAL by defining different kinds of model oper-
ations, affecting explicit and implicit information in differ-
ent forms, and therefore expressing different ways the agent
processes the new information. Here, we present one of the
possible definitions, what we have called explicit observa-
tions.

Definition 4.1 (Explicit observation) Let M = (W,!
,D!, V, Y ) be an epistemic inference model, and let ! be
a formula of the internal language. The epistemic inference
model M+"! = (W !,!!,D !

!, V
!, Y !) is given by

• W ! := {w " W | M,w |= ! }
• !!:= { (w, u) " W ! #W ! | w ! u }
• D !

! := { (w, u) " W ! #W ! | D!wu }
• V !(w) := V (w) for w " W !

• Y !(w) := Y (w) + ! for w " W !

"

Our explicit observation operation behave as the stan-
dard public announcement with respect to worlds, valuation
and relations. With respect to the information set functions,
we have chosen a simple definition: once a formula is an-
nounced, it will become part of the agent’s explicit informa-
tion. The choice is also a good one, since the operation is
closed for models in EIK .

Proposition 4.2 If M is a model in EIK , so it is M+"!.

Proof. See section A.2. QED

The new language EEI extends EI by closing it under
explicit observations. Take a formula ! in the internal lan-
guage; if # is a formula in EEI, so it is [+!!]#. The seman-

tics for formulas already in EI is defined as before (defini-
tion 3.3). For explicit observation formulas, we have the
following.

Definition 4.3 Let M be a model in EIK , and let w " W
be a world in it. Then:

M,w |= [+!!]# iff M,w |= ! implies
M+"!, w |= #

"

Our second result is a syntactic characterization of the
formulas in EEI that are valid in models in EIK . By propo-
sition 4.2, the explicit observation operation is closed for
models in EIK , so we can rely on the logic EIK : all we
have to do is give a set of reduction axioms for formulas of
the form [+!!]#. The standard reduction axioms for atomic
propositions, negations, disjunctions and epistemic formu-
las work for EEI too; we just have to add axioms indicating
how information set formulas and inference formulas are af-
fected.

Theorem 4.4 The logic EEIK , built from axioms and rules
of EIK (see table 1) plus axioms and rules in table 4.4, is
sound and strongly complete for the class EIK .

Axioms
EO-1 [+!!] p ! (! " p)
EO-2 [+!!]¬" ! (! " ¬[+!!] ")
EO-3 [+!!] (" # #) ! ([+!!] " # [+!!] #)
EO-4 [+!!] K " ! (! " K [+!!] ")
EO-5 [+!!] I ! ! $
EO-6 [+!!] I $ ! (! " I $) for $ %= !
EO-7 [+!!] [%] " ! (! " [%] [+!!] ")

Rules
EO-Gen Given ", prove [+!!] "

Table 2. Axioms and rules for explicit obser-
vations.

Proof. Soundness comes from the validity of the new axioms
and the validity-preserving property of the new rule. Strong
completeness comes from the fact that, by a repetitive appli-
cation of such axioms, any explicit observation formula can
be reduced to a formula in EI, for which EIK is strongly
complete with respect to EIK . QED

The language EEI can express uncertainty (as classic
epistemic logic does), inference (as the modal approaches
of [7, 8, 13, 12]) and update (as PAL). Moreover, it can ex-
press its combinations. With it, we are able to talk about the
merging of internal dynamics, expressing the way the agent
“unpacks” her implicit information, with external ones, ex-
pressing how her interaction with her environment modifies
what she is informed about.
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We have provided semantics for the language; semantics
that reflect the nature of each process. Inferences are repre-
sented as relations between information sets. This reflects
the idea that, with enough initial explicit information, the
agent may get all the implicit information by the adequate
rule applications. Update, on the other hand, is defined as
a model operation. It is a process that not only provides
explicit information, but also modifies implicit one. This
reflects the idea that updates yields information that might
have not been available to the agent before.

Among the semantic models, we distinguish the class
EIK , which contains those where the agent’s information
is in fact knowledge. We give a syntactic characterization
of the valid formulas in EIK by means of the sound and
complete logic EEIK .

5. Comparison with other works

The present work is a combination of three main ideas:
the representation of explicit information as set of formu-
las, relations between such sets to represent inferences and
model operations to represent updates. The first two have
been used in some other works; we present a brief compar-
ison between some of them and our approach.

5.1. Fagin-Halpern’s logics of awareness

Fagin and Halpern presented in [9] what they called logic
of general awareness (LA). Given a set of agents, formulas
of the language are given by a set of atomic propositions P
closed under negation, conjunction and the modal operators
Ai and Li (for an agent i). Formulas of the form Ai! are
read as “the agent i is aware of !”, and formulas of the
form Li! are read as “the agent i implicitly believes that
!”. The operator Bi, which expresses explicit beliefs, is
defined as Bi! := Ai! ! Li!.

A Kripke structure for general awareness is defined as a
tuple M = (W,Ai,Li, V ), where W "= # is the set of possi-
ble worlds, Ai : W $ "(LA) is a function that assigns a set
of formulas of LA to the agent i in each world (her aware-
ness set), the relation Li % (W &W ) is a serial, transitive
and Euclidean relation over W for each agent i (LA deals
with beliefs rather than knowledge) and V : P $ "(W ) is
a valuation function.

Given a Kripke structure for general awareness M =
(W,Ai,Li, V ), semantics for atomic propositions, nega-
tions and conjunctions are given in the standard way. For
formulas of the form Ai ! and Li !, we have

M,w |= Ai! iff ! ' Ai(w)
M,w |= Li! iff for all u ' W ,

Liwu implies M,u |= !

It follows that M,w |= Bi! iff ! ' Ai(w) and, for all
u ' W , Liwu implies M,u |= !.

Given the similarities between the functions Ai and Yi

and between the relations Li and(i, formulas Ai! and Li!
in LA behaves exactly like Ii ! and Ki ! in EEI. The dif-
ference in the approaches is in the dynamic part.

For the internal dynamics (inference), the language LA

does not express changes in the agent’s awareness sets.
Later in the same paper, Fagin and Halpern explore the in-
corporation of time to the language by adding a determin-
istic serial binary relation T over W to represent steps in
time. Still, they do not indicate what the process(es) that
change the awareness sets is (are).

In our approach, pairs in the inference relation D(!,i)

have a specific interpretation: they indicate steps in the
agent’s reasoning process. Because of this, we have a par-
ticular definition of how they should behave (properties P1,
P2, and P3). Moreover, external dynamics (observations),
which are not considered LA, are represented in a different
way, as model operations.

There is another conceptual difference. In LA, elements
of the awareness sets are just formulas; in EI, elements of
the information sets are not only formulas (what we have
called facts) but also rules. The information of the agent
consists not only on facts, but also on rules that allow her
to infer new facts. It is not that the agent knows that after
a rule application her information set will change; it is that
she knows the process that leads the change. We interpret a
rule as an object that can be part of the agent’s information,
and whose presence is needed for the agent to be able to
apply it.

5.2. Duc’s dynamic epistemic logic

In [7] and [8], Ho Ngoc Duc proposes a dynamic epis-
temic logic to reason about agents that are neither logically
omniscient nor logically ignorant.

The syntax of the language is very similar to the infer-
ence part of our language. There is an internal language,
the classic propositional one (PL), to express agent’s knowl-
edge. There is also another language to talk about how this
knowledge evolves. Formally, At denotes the set of formu-
las of the form K#, for # in PL. The language LBDE con-
tains At and is closed under negation, conjunction and the
modal operator )F *. Formulas of the form K# are read as
“# is known”; formulas of the form )F *! are read as “! is
true after some course of thought”.

A model M is a tuple (W,R, Y ), where W "= # is the
set of possible worlds, R % (W &W ) is a transitive binary
relation and Y : W $ "(At) associates a set of formulas
of At to each possible world. A BDE-model is a model M
such that: (1) for all w ' W , if K# ' Y (w) and Rwu, then
K# ' Y (u); (2) for all w ' W , if K# and K(# $ $) are in
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Y (w), then K! is in Y (u) for some u such that Rwu; (3) if
" is a propositional tautology, then for all w ! W there is a
world u such that Rwu and K" ! Y (u). Such restrictions
guarantees that the set of formulas will grow as the agent
reasons, and that her knowledge will be closed under modus
ponens and will contain all tautologies at some point in the
future.

Given a BDE-model, the semantics for negation and
conjunctions are standard. The semantics of atomic and
reasoning-steps formulas are given by:

M,w |= K" iff K" ! Y (w)
M,w |= "F ## iff there is u ! W such that

Rwu and M,u |= #

Note that the language does not indicate what a “course
of though” is; again, our framework is more precise. Also,
it does not consider sentences about the world. Finally, the
language is restricted to express what the agent can infer
through some “course of though”, but it does not express
external dynamics, as explicit observations in EEI do.

6. Further work

In order to give a finer representation of the inference
process, we have chosen to represent information as set of
formulas. This is also a solution for the famous logical om-
niscience problem, since sets of formulas do not need to sat-
isfy a priori any particular property, like being closed under
some consequence relation. Among other approaches for
the problem, there is the non-classical worlds approach for
epistemic logic. The idea is to add worlds in which the usual
rules of logic do not hold. The knowledge of the agents is
affected since non-classical worlds may be considered pos-
sible. It would be interesting to look at this approach as an
alternative for representing the agent’s explicit information,
and see what the differences are.

Our framework do not represent in a completely faithful
way the intuitive idea of the application of a rule. It is pos-
sible to have a world in which a rule can be applied, and
not to have a world that results from its application. We can
focus on models on which, if a rule is applicable, then there
is a world that results from its application. This forces us to
change the defined explicit observation operation since, in
general, the resulting model will not have the required prop-
erty: the added formula can make applicable a rule that was
not applicable before. The immediate solution is to create
all needed worlds, but this iterative process complicates the
operation, and the existence of reduction axioms is not so
clear anymore.

As mentioned in the text, properties P4 and P5 charac-
terize models in which the information the agent has is in
fact knowledge, that is, the epistemic relation is an equiva-
lence one and formulas in all information sets are true at the

correspondent world. It would be interesting to be able to
talk about not only knowledge but also beliefs. Some recent
works ([17, 4, 5] among others) combine these two notions,
giving us a nice way of studying these two propositional
attitudes together.

Property P1 defines not only the situation when a rule
can be applied (whenever a rule a rule and all its premises
are in the agent’s information set), but also what results
from the application (the given information set extended by
the conclusion of the rule). The property indeed restricts
our models to those that use rules in a deductive way, that
is, to those that represent just deductive inference. There
are other interesting inference processes, like abduction or
belief revision; they are not deductive, but they are impor-
tant and widely used, with particular relevance on incom-
plete information situations. Within the proposed frame-
work, we can represent different inference processes, and
we can study how all of them work together.

For the external dynamics, we mentioned that this finer
representation of knowledge allows us to define different
kinds of observations. Since we represent both explicit and
implicit information, we can define different model oper-
ations, allowing us to explore the different ways an agent
process new information.

In the context of agent diversity ([14, 15]), a finer repre-
sentation of the inference process allows us to make a dis-
tinction between agents with different reasoning abilities.
The rules an agent has in her information set may be very
different from those in the information set of another, and
they will not be able to perform the same inference steps.
Moreover, some of them may be able to perform several
inference steps at once instead of a single one. The idea
works also for external dynamics: agents may have differ-
ent observational power. It will be interesting to explore
how agents that differs in their reasoning and observational
abilities interact with each other.
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A. Technical appendix

A.1. Proof of completeness

As mentioned, the key observation is that a logic ! is
strongly complete with respect to a class of structures if and
only if every !-consistent set of formulas is satisfiable on
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some structure of the given class (Proposition 4.12 of [6]).
Using the the canonical model technique, we show that ev-
ery EIK-consistent set of formulas is satisfiable in a model
in EIK . Proofs of Lindenbaum’s Lemma, Existence Lem-
mas and Truth Lemma are standard.

Lemma A.1 (Lindenbaum’s Lemma) For any EIK-
consistent set of formulas !, there is a maximal EIK-
consistent set !+ such that ! ! !+.

Definition A.2 (Canonical model) The canonical model
of the logic EIK is the epistemic inference model MEIK =
(W EIK ,"EIK

i ,DEIK
(!,i), V

EIK , Y EIK
i ), where:

• W EIK is the set of all maximal EIK-consistent set of
formulas.

• w "EIK
i u iff for all ! in EI, ! # u implies Pi ! # w

(equivalently, w "EIK
i u iff for all ! in EI, Ki ! # w

implies ! # u).

• wDEIK
(!,i)w

! iff for all ! in EI, ! # w! implies $"%i ! #
w (equivalently, wDEIK

(!,i)w
! iff for all ! in EI, ["]i ! #

w implies ! # w!).

• V EIK (w) := { p # P | p # w }.

• Y EIK
i (w) := { # # I | Ii # # w }.

$

Lemma A.3 (Existence Lemmas) For any world w #
W EIK , if Pi ! # w, then there is a world u # W EIK such
that w "EIK

i u and ! # u. For any world w # W EIK , if
$"%i ! # w, then there is a world w! # W EIK such that
DEIK

(!,i) ww! and ! # w!.

Lemma A.4 (Truth Lemma) For all w # W EIK , we have
MEIK , w |= ! iff ! # w.

By the mentioned Proposition of [6], all we have to show
is that every EIK-consistent set of formulas is satisfiable, so
take any such set !. By Lindenbaum’s Lemma, we can
extend it to a maximal EIK-consistent set of formulas !+;
by the Truth Lemma, we have MEIK ,!+ |= !, so ! is
satisfiable in the canonical model of EIK at !+. Now we
have to show that the canonical model MEIK is indeed a
model in EIK .

Axioms T, 4 and B are canonical for reflexivity, transi-
tivity and symmetry, respectively, so"EIK

i is an equivalence
relation and property P4 is fulfilled. It remains to show that
MEIK satisfy P1, P2, P3 and P5. We have removed the
agent’s subindexes for easiness of writing and reading.

Remember that any maximal EIK-consistent set " is
closed under modus ponens, that is, if ! and ! & % are
in ", so it is %.

P1 Suppose DEIK
! ww!; we want to show that (prem(") +

") ! Y EIK (w) and that Y EIK (w!) = Y EIK (w) +
conc(").

For the first part, DEIK
! ww! implies MEIK , w |= $"%',

so $"%' # w. By axiom A2 and modus ponens clo-
sure, we have I (prem(") + ") # w. Then, prem(")
and " are in Y EIK (w).

For the second part, we will show both inclusions, i.e.,
we will show that Y EIK (w) + conc(") ! Y EIK (w!)
and Y EIK (w!) ! Y EIK (w) + conc(").

• Take any # # Y EIK (w); then, I # # w. By axiom
A3 and the modus ponens closure, ["] I # # w.
Since DEIK

! ww!, we have I # # w! and then # #
Y EIK (w!).
It remains to show that conc(") # Y EIK (w!).
Since axiom A1 is in w and DEIK

! ww!, we
have I conc(") # w! and therefore conc(") #
Y EIK (w!).

• Take any # # (Y EIK (w!) ( conc(")); then,
I # # w!. Since DEIK

! ww!, we have $"% I # # w
and, by axiom A4, we have I # # w; then,
# # Y EIK (w). Hence, Y EIK (w!) ( conc(") !
Y EIK (w), and therefore Y EIK (w!) ! Y EIK (w)+
conc(").

P2 Suppose DEIK
! ww!; we want to show that w and w! sat-

isfy the same propositional letters. Note that we have
A5 in w, and then both p & ["] p and ¬p & ["]¬p are
in w since it is a maximal consistent set.

If MEIK , w |= p then, by definition of V EIK , we have
p # w. But (p & ["] p) # w and, by the modus
ponens closure, ["] p # w. Then, since DEIK

! ww!, we
have p # w!, so MEIK , w! |= p.

If MEIK , w )|= p, then MEIK , w |= ¬p; by definition of
V EIK , we have ¬p # w. But (¬p & ["]¬p) # w, so
the modus ponens closure implies ["]¬p # w. Then,
since DEIK

! ww!, we have ¬p # w!, so MEIK , w! |=
¬p, i.e., MEIK , w! )|= p.

P3 Note that axiom A6 is a Sahlqvist formula (a very sim-
ple Sahlqvist formula indeed; see section 3.6 of [6] for
details). Its first-order local correspondent is the for-
mula

(*w!)(*u)(*u!)
!
(D! ww! + w " u +D! uu!)
& (D! ww! + u " u!)

"

which is equivalent to our desired property

&(w) := (*w!)(*u)(*u!)
((D! ww! + w " u +D! uu!) & u " u!)
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By theorem 4.42 of [6], we know that A6 is canoni-
cal for !(w), i.e., the canonical frame for any normal
modal logic containing A6 has the property !(w). In
particular, MEIK has the property.

P5 We want to show that " ! Y EIK (w) implies
MEIK , w |= ". Suppose " ! Y EIK (w); by definition
of Y EIK (w), we have I " ! w; by axiom A7 and the
modus ponens closure, " ! w; by the Truth Lemma,
MEIK , w |= ".

A.2. Proof of Proposition 4.2

We will show that M+!! = (W !,"!,D !
", V

!, Y !) satisfy
P1-P5.

P1 Suppose D !
" wu; we want to show that (prem(#)+#) #

Y !(w) and that Y !(u) = Y !(w) + conc(#). If D !
"wu,

then w, u ! W ! and D"wu. Since M satisfy P1, we
have (prem(#) + #) # Y (w) and Y (u) = Y (w) +
conc(#). By definition of Y ! and the fact that w, u !
W !, we have (prem(#) + #) # Y !(w) and Y !(u) =
Y !(w) + conc(#).

P2 Suppose D !
"wu; we want to show that w, u satisfy the

same propositional letters in M . Since D !
"wu, w and

u are in W ! and D"wu. By property P2 of M , we
know that w and u satisfy the same propositional let-
ters in M ; by definition of V !, w and u satisfy the same
propositional letters in M+!!.

P3 Suppose w1 "! u1 and D !
" w1w2,D !

" u1u2 for some
rule #; we want to show that w2 "! u2. By w1 "! u1,
D !

" w1w2 and D !
" u1u2, we have w1 " u1, D" w1w2

and D" u1u2, with w1, w2, u1, u2 ! W !. By P3 of M ,
w2 " u2; by definition of "!, we get w2 "! u2.

P4 It follows from the definition that if" is an equivalence
relation, so it is "!.

P5 Suppose " ! Y !(w); we want to show that M !, w |= ".
If " ! Y !(w), then w ! W ! and " ! Y (w). By P5
of M , we get M,w |= "; then, by definition of V !,
M !, w |= ".
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